Let X be a linear space over a field f> of scalars (P = R or C). By L(X) we denote the set of linear operators with domains and ranges contained in X and L Q (X) = {A : AeL(X): dom A = X>. By R(X) we denote the set of all right invertible operators belonging to L(X). The set of all right inverses for a given DcR(X) will be denoted by
In the present paper we shall extend the result obtained in [1] to the weighted difference operator of high degree.
To begin with denote by X •= (S)^ the space of all sequences over f>. Consider the operator given by ii) R^ p is a Volterra operator;
iii) Ker D m n is n-dimensional and is given by iv) The exponential eleaents are given by To determine the Volterra right inverses RJJ p corresponding to F^ p we apply these operators to exponential elements given by (4) :
Let us denote by Wj^i*) the polynomials in A for lsksm 
